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I. I NTRODUCTION
A radar system usually consist of a transmitter (sender) and a receiver. The sender emits probing pulses of
electro-magnetic waves in predetermined directions. The properties of these waves are changed when they are
reflected by the targets towards the receiver. This enables the radar to detect and locate the unknown targets
(threats). This type of radars are sometimes referred to as the active radars. On the other hand, passive radars
which are essentially receiver-only radars have gained considerable research interest over the past decades. In
passive radars, illuminators of opportunity which are often radio and television (TV) stations [1], are used for
target detection.
In certain military applications, the electronic warfare (EW) receivers are preferred for immediate threat
recognition and electronic surveillance purposes. In such receivers, neither reflected probing pulses nor reflected
illuminator signals are needed. More specifically, EW receivers are listening to the electro-magnetic radiations
of the potential threats instead of weak reflected radar (illuminator) signals. Therefore, the detection range of
typical EW receivers is much higher than that of (passive) radars, while they can remain electronically silent
and undetectable. Consequently, agile sensing of the modern combat environments and quick threat recognition
require design and development of sophisticated EW receivers [2], [3]. The EW receivers should be able to
quickly detect, locate, and identify adversary emitters as well as extract and analysis the characteristics of
threat waveforms [4]. Thus, such EW receivers should carry out high amount of computations in real-time. To
that end, some advanced signal processing techniques are needed. One of the possible approaches is to use
the technique of compressed sensing (CS) which is an emerging method in the field of signal processing.
CS has been successfully applied to a large number of applications, such as image processing [5], wireless
communications [6], direction of arrival (DOA) estimation [7], and radar detection [8]. Mathematically, CS
focuses on how to reconstruct the sparse signal s ∈ RN from measurements r ∈ RM generated by following
model:
r = Θs + n,

(1)

where Θ is the dictionary (sensing) matrix of size M × N with M  N , and n represents an unknown noise
vector of size M × 1. Since Θ has much fewer rows than columns, it is non-invertible and underdetermined,
rendering the CS problem ill-posed [9]. However, many suboptimal algorithms exist to solve this kind of
problems. It has been shown that s can be accurately recovered from r under different criteria [10], [11]. This
concept also provides an alternative paradigm to the Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem [12], [13].
In principle, CS recovery requires perfect knowledge of sensing matrix Θ. According to the CS formulation,
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Θ can be represented as the multiplication of two matrixes Φ and Ψ, i.e. Θ , ΦΨ, where Φ stands for the

measurement matrix that is fixed and does not depend on the signal, and Ψ denotes the basis matrix that
spans the space in which the signal is sparse [14]. A random measurement matrix typically leads to a good
performance in most cases [15]. In many practical scenarios, the basis matrix is determined. For example, in
a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar system, the transmitted waveforms are known at each receive
antenna. This information enables the receive antennas to construct the basis matrix locally [13], [15]. Unlike
most of the existing work in the literature, however, our goal in this paper is to recover the sparse vector s from
measurements r, where perfect knowledge of the basis matrix is not available. The importance of this goal can
be best put into perspective by realizing that such situations happen in many applications. Consider, for example,
passive radar in which transmitters are not part of the radar system, and hence the transmitted signals are not
known a priori [1]. Similarly, in the case of automatic (blind) modulation classification, perfect knowledge of
the transmitted signal is not available at the receiver [16]. Adversary radar emitter identification and threat
waveform recognition is another example for the case where transmitted signals are completely unknown [4],
[17]. This motivates us to study the problem of blind CS in which the basis matrix Ψ is (partially) unknown.
More specifically, this paper is our effort to establish an advanced CS-based signal processing scheme for
EW receivers. Since the main challenge in designing EW receivers is the lack of a priori knowledge on the
characteristics of received signals, (adversary) radar waveform recognition has gained considerable research
interest recently. In general, the purpose of the typical radar waveform recognition system is to identify the
intercepted radar signals based on the pulse compression waveform. A block diagram of such a system is
depicted in [17] to clarify its operation in practical EW receivers. Up to now, different approaches has been
applied in the related literature for radar signal interception and waveform classification; see [4], [17]–[20] and
the references therein. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of them employed the emerging CS-based
technique to deal with the problem of radar waveform recognition.
Sparse Bayesian Learning (SBL) [21]–[27] is a favorable approach for the sparse signal recovery in the
context of CS, due to its interesting attractions. For example, as stated in [24], the global minimum of the
popular `1 minimization based sparse recovery algorithms is generally not the sparsest solution, while the
obtained global minima through SBL approach is always the sparsest one [22]. Furthermore, compare with
some classic algorithms such as the FOCUSS family [28], SBL-based methods offer much fewer local minima
[24]. In the SBL framework, the sparse signal reconstruction problem is formulated from a Bayesian aspect
[7], while the sparsity information is incorporated by assigning a prior distribution to the sparse vector s as
a regularization [9]. However, none of the existing works has provided the SBL-based approach for the blind
CS problem, which is the focus of this paper. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that aims to
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reconstruct the sparse vector s from measurements of the form r = ΦΨs + n, where Ψ is (partially) unknown.
This is in sharp contrast to the conventional SBL assumption on availability of Ψ matrix [11].
In this paper, resorting to the SBL recovery approach, we derive a novel CS-based method to obtain the angle
and Doppler information of potential adversary radar emitters. First, exploiting the sparsity of radar signals in
various spaces, we formulate the problem of angle-Doppler estimation as that of recovery of a sparse vector
using blind CS. Unlike existing literature in which basis matrix is determined, here, since the adversary radar
waveforms are not known, EW receiver is not able to construct the Ψ matrix. Hence, we develop a SBLbased framework for the problem of adversary radar identification and threat waveform recognition that is
blind, i.e. the knowledge of Ψ is not available. Throughout the paper, we will refer to this method as blindSBL approach. As we shall see, the proposed scheme iteratively provides the angle-Doppler estimate as well
as the radar waveform estimation, via the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. Although our blind-SBL
approach is designed for adversary radar and waveform recognition scenario, it is also capable to accommodate
any other practical scenario in which the basis matrix is (partially) unknown. Next, we incorporate a pruning
mechanism between consecutive iterations of our blind-SBL method to reduce the computational complexity
and improve the convergence speed, namely, pruned blind-SBL. We also analyze both the global minima
and the local minima of the introduced algorithms’ cost function. Our theoretical analysis confirms that the
proposed framework offers desirable guarantees on the convergence and accuracy of the obtained solution. The
efficiency of the proposed scheme is well demonstrated by our extensive numerical experiments.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we first present the signal model and then
define the problem of adversary radar identification and threat waveform recognition as that of recovery of a
sparse vector using blind CS. In Section III, we reformulate the defined problem based on a SBL perspective.
Next, we derive a novel blind-SBL approach to jointly estimate the angle-Doppler of the adversary radar and
the threat waveform. Finally, we develop a modified version of the proposed method which is suitable for
practical purposes. Section IV is devoted to the analysis of the global and local minima properties of the
proposed blind-SBL frameworks’ cost function. Numerical results are presented in Section V to demonstrate
the efficiency of the proposed method, and conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
Notation: We make use of the following notational convention throughout this paper. Bold upper case symbols
denote matrices and bold lower case symbols denote vectors. The l-th element of a vector a is written as a(l),
and the (i, j)-th element of a matrix A is denoted by A(i, j). Tr(A) represents the trace of the matrix A, while
|A| denotes the determinant of matrix A. In addition, A ⊗ B denotes the Kronecker product of matrixes A and

B. Furthermore, kak stands for the Euclidean norm of the vector a and diag(a) represents a diagonal matrix
with the elements of the vector a as its diagonal entries. Also, 1N denote an N × 1 vector of all elements being
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one, while IN is an N × N identity matrix. Subscripts (·)∗ , (·)T , (·)H , and (·)† stand for complex conjugate,
transpose, Hermitian, and Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, respectively. Also, we use E[·] to denote the statistical
expectation and CN (µ, Σ) to represent the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with mean µ
and covariance Σ. The pdf of the random variable S is represented as p(s) and the random variables and
deterministic parameters in the pdf are separated using a semicolon. Finally, <e{z} represents the real part of
the complex number z .
II. S IGNAL M ODEL FOR CS-BASED EW R ECEIVER
A. Received Signal Model
The purpose of an EW receiver is to detect, locate, and identify the adversary radar. Let (de , α) denotes the
location in polar coordinates of the EW receiver, where de denote the distance between the EW receiver and
the origin, while α stands for the azimuth angle of the EW receiver. Also, suppose that an adversary radar
lies on the same plane. The adversary radar is at azimuth angle θ and moves with constant radial speed v . So,
its range equals dr (t) = dr (0) − vt, where dr (0) is the distance between the adversary radar and the origin
at time instant zero. Under the far field assumption [13], i.e., dr (t)  de , the distance between the adversary
radar and the EW receiver, d(t), can be approximated as:
d(t) ≈ dr (t) − η(θ) = dr (0) − vt − η(θ),

(2)

where η(θ) = de cos(θ − α).
Similar to [17] and [4], the EW receiver presented in this paper is designed to identify pulse compression
radar waveforms. In this setting, the adversary radar employs a continuous-time phase-modulated prototype
pulse c(t) of duration τ . Such a pulse can be modeled as a collection of L contiguous subpulses cl (t) of
duration τc = τ /L each with the same frequency but a (possibly) different phase, i.e.,

 PL−1 c (t − lτ ), 0 ≤ t ≤ τ
c
l=0 l
c(t) =
 0,
elsewhere.

(3)

Individual subpulses

 ejφl , 0 ≤ t ≤ τ
c
cl (t) =
 0,
elsewhere

are often referred to as chips [29] while ejφl

L−1
l=0

(4)

is called pulse compression (modulating) code sequence.

There are two main categories for the modulating code sequences: biphase codes and polyphase codes. The
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first one has only two possible choices for the phase state φl , while the second one offers more than two phase
states (see, e.g., [29] and the references therein). In this study, φl is selected from a set consisting of q different
phase states, and hence, ejφl belongs to a q -point constellation S .
In this approach, the treat radar generates a train of P equally spaced pulses given by:
x(t) =

P
−1
X

c(t − pT ), 0 ≤ t ≤ P T ,

(5)

p=0

where the pulse-to-pulse delay T is referred to as the pulse repetition interval (PRI) [30]. Let fc be the carrier
frequency. Then, the adversary radar transmits continues-time waveform x(t)ej2πfc t towards the area of interest.
Throughout the paper, we assume that x(t) is a narrow-band signal.
Considering a clutter-free environment, the observed signal by the EW receiver can be expressed as follows:


d(t) j2πfc (t− d(t) )
c
y(t) = κx t −
e
+ w(t),
(6)
c
where κ denotes the path loss value, c represents the speed of light, and w(t) is a zero-mean white Gaussian
noise with variance σ 2 . The EW receiver first detects the received signal energy and estimates its carrier
frequency. As in the related literature (e.g., [17], [4] and the references therein) it is assumed that the signal
detection and carrier frequency estimation have already been accomplished. Therefore, substituting (2) into (6)
and applying the narrow-band assumption, the baseband received signal can be approximated as:
y(t) ≈ κx(t)e−j2πfc

Defining fd =

fc v
c

dr (0)−vt−η(θ)
c

+ w(t).

(7)

as the Doppler shift caused by the movement of the adversary radar, (7) can be rewritten

as:
y(t) = γej

2π
λ

η(θ) j2πfd t

e

x(t) + w(t),

where λ = c/fc is the transmitted signal wavelength and γ , κe−j

(8)
2π
λ

dr (0)

. In the remainder of the paper,

we assume that the Doppler shift is small, i.e., fd τ  1. Thus, the Doppler shift change within a pulse is
negligible as compared to the change between pulses as in [8].
The pulse processor in the EW receiver first identifies the leading and falling edges of the received pulses
through the envelope detection, and hence, allows them to be segmented from the train into a stack of P
independent pulse observations [4]. Then, pulse observations are sampled at the chips (subpulse) frequency.
The cyclostationarity properties of the phase-modulated pulses can be utilized in the subpulse rate estimation
(for more insight, see [17] and [31]). We leave out the details to avoid redundancy and refer the interested
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reader to the mentioned references.
The collected samples during the p-th pulse (segment) can be expressed in matrix form as:
yp = γej

2π
λ

η(θ) j2πfd (p−1)T

e

Cd(fd ) + wp ,

p = 1, ..., P.

(9)

In (9), yp = [y((p − 1)T + 0Ts ), ..., y((p − 1)T + (L − 1)Ts )]TL×1 denotes the baseband equivalent of the p-th
received pulse, where Ts = τ /L is the sampling interval that is assumed to satisfy the Nyquist requirement. In
addition, C , diag(c), where c = [c((p−1)T +0Ts ), ..., c((p−1)T +(L−1)Ts )]TL×1 represents the modulating

L−1
code sequence1 ejφl l=0 employed by the adversary radar for the pulse compression purpose. Furthermore,
d(fd ) = [ej2πfd 0Ts , ..., ej2πfd (L−1)Ts ]TL×1 and wp = [w((p − 1)T + 0Ts ), ..., w((p − 1)T + (L − 1)Ts )]TL×1 .
The ultimate goal of this work is to estimate the azimuth angle θ and movement speed v of the adversary
radar, while the knowledge of the threat waveform C is not available at EW receiver. To this end, exploiting the
sparsity of radar signals in various spaces, we will transform (9) to the CS context in the following subsection.

B. Problem Definition
We first discretize the angle-Doppler space on a fine grid:
a = [(a1 , b1 ), (a2 , b2 ), ..., (aN , bN )] .

(10)

Next, we define the matrix
i
h 2π
2π
Ψp , ej λ η(a1 ) ej2πb1 (p−1)T Cd(b1 ), ..., ej λ η(aN ) ej2πbN (p−1)T Cd(bN )

L×N

,

(11)

which can be expressed as the multiplication of two matrixes, i.e., Ψp , CΨ̂p . Here, we define Ψ̂p =
h 2π
i
2π
ej λ η(a1 ) ej2πb1 (p−1)T d(b1 ), ..., ej λ η(aN ) ej2πbN (p−1)T d(bN )
. We also define the vector
L×N

s , [s1 , ..., sN ]TN ×1

(12)


 γ, if the adversary radar is at (a , b )
n n
sn =
 0, otherwise.

(13)

such that

It is clear that s is a sparse vector in the angle-Doppler plane, and thus, the location of its non-zero element
provides information on the angle-speed of the adversary radar. Finally, employing (11) and (12) enables us
1

For convenience, we will sometimes use c and C interchangeably.
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to provide the following sparse representation for the signal model (9):
yp = Ψp s + wp ,

p = 1, ..., P.

(14)

Using the predefined M × L (M < L) measurement matrix Φ, our proposed EW receiver measures linear
projections of yp as:
rp = Φyp = ΦΨp s + np ,

p = 1, ..., P,

(15)

where np = Φwp for p = 1, ..., P . Note that since threat waveforms are not known, the knowledge of C is
not available, and hence EW receiver is not able to construct Ψp = CΨ̂p . Therefore, the signal model (15) is
a blind CS problem. In particular, our aim is to recover the sparse vector s from measurements of the form
(15), where Ψp is unknown.
In the case of multiple measurement vectors, it is more convenient to formulate the basic model (15) in
matrix form as:


 
r1
ΦC
0

 
 ..  
..
 . =
.

 
rP
0
ΦC





Ψ̂1



  .. 

 . s + 



Ψ̂P


n1

.. 
. 

nP

(16)

or, equivalently, as:
r = MΨs + n,

(17)
T

T

where r = [rT1 , ..., rTP ]TM P ×1 , MM P ×LP = IP ⊗ ΦC, Ψ = [Ψ̂1 , ..., Ψ̂P ]TLP ×N , and n = [nT1 , ..., nTP ]TM P ×1 .
As before mentioned, EW receiver is not aware of threat waveform, C. Therefore, equation (17) contains two
unknown parameters: the matrix M and the sparse vector s. Since Φ is a determined (random) matrix, once C
is estimated, M can be obtained through M = IP ⊗ ΦC. Hence, in the sequel of this study, we consider the
problem of C estimation rather than that of M estimation.
III. B LIND S PARSE BAYESIAN L EARNING F RAMEWORK
In this Section, we first reformulate the introduced problem in Section III based on a SBL perspective,
which is a popular approach for the sparse signal recovery in the context of compress sampling theory. Then,
we derive an iterative algorithm to jointly estimate the angle-Doppler of the adversary radar and the threat
waveform. Finally, making some improvements, we develop a modified version of the proposed algorithm
which is suitable for practical purposes.
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A. SBL Formulation
Here, to enhance the readability of the paper, we mathematically formulate our problem in SBL framework,
and delay the derivation of the proposed algorithms to the next subsection.
The SBL has the conventional assumption that n in (17) is modeled probabilistically as white complex
Gaussian noise with variance β . In most existing literature (see, e.g., [32], [23], and the references therein), the
parameter β is assumed to be known which is a useful starting point because the analysis is more straightforward
and there is no ambiguity involved regarding how the parameter β should be chosen. In practice, the knowledge
of the variance β may not be perfectly available, and hence, β should be estimated from the data. Here, we
assume that the variance β is unknown. Such an assumption implies the following multivariate Gaussian
likelihood for the sparse vector s:
 1

2
p(r|s; M, β) = (πβ)−M P exp −
r − MΨs 2 .
β

(18)

As stated in [32], the maximum likelihood estimation of parameters from (18) leads to severe over-fitting
problem. To overcome this issue, SBL impose an additional constraint on the parameters. In this context,
similar as [22], [23], we aim to complement the likelihood function in (18) by employing the following prior
distribution on the sparse vector s:
N

Y
1
s2 
p(s; α) =
(2παi )− 2 exp − i ,
2αi

(19)

i=1

where α = [α1 , ..., αN ]TN ×1 is the vector of independent hyperparameters which is responsible for the sparsity
properties of the model. Defining A = diag(α), (19) can be expressed in matrix form as:
 1

1
N
p(s; α) = (2π)− 2 |A|− 2 exp − sH A−1 s .
2

(20)

Combining the likelihood and the prior within the Bayes rule, the posterior distribution of s is obtained. It
is easy to show that the calculated posterior has a complex Gaussian distribution, i.e.,
p(s|r; α, M, β) = CN (µ, Σ)

(21)



µ , E s|r; α, M, β = β −1 ΣΨH MH r

(22)

with mean and covariance given by
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and


−1
Σ , Cov s|r; α, M, β = β −1 ΨH MH MΨ + A−1
.

(23)

In a typical SBL framework, the posterior mean µ is chosen as the sparse vector estimate. Therefore, we have:
ŝ , µ = ΨH MH MΨ + β A−1

−1

ΨH MH r.

(24)

Note that our ultimate goal is to estimate the unknown parameters α, C, and β which are required for
the sparse vector recovery. These parameters can be found from the measurements r via maximizing the
marginalized pdf given by:
Z
p(r; α, M, β) =

p(r|s; M, β)p(s; α)ds

 1

1
= (2π)−M P |Σr |− 2 exp − rH Σ−1
r
,
r
2

(25)

where Σr , β IM P + MΨAΨH MH . This approach is called evidence maximization strategy or type-II
maximum likelihood procedure [21]–[23]. In summary, we aim to solve the following optimization problem:

α̂, Ĉ, β̂ = arg max p(r; α, M, β).
α,C,β

(26)

It is very difficult to find any closed form solutions for the optimization problem (26). As stated in the
literature [21]–[23], there are two different strategies to optimize such an optimization problem. In the first
method, which is called MacKay approach [33], the optimization problem can be minimized by taking the
derivative with respect to the intended unknown parameter, setting the derivative to zero, rearranging, and
forming fixed-point equation. The second approach, called EM-based method, resorts to the EM algorithm to
minimize such a problem. In what follows, applying second approach, we will consider the sparse vector s as


the hidden variable and maximize Es|r;α,C,β log p(r, s; α, M, β) , where p(r, s; α, M, β) = p(r|s; M, β)p(s; α)
represents the likelihood of the complete data set {s, r}. Notice that by virtue of the monotonicity property
of the EM-based SBL approach [22], the convergence of our method is guaranteed. This statement will be
validated through solid theoretical justifications in Section IV. Moreover, since both C and β estimations
are packaged with the hyperparameters during evidence maximization (Section III-B), this guarantee is also
applicable to both of them. Numerical results in Section V empirically ensures the validate of this claim.
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B. Blind-SBL Algorithm
The basic idea of the EM algorithm is to solve the optimization problem (26) iteratively according to the
following two steps:


1-E-step: Compute Q(α, C, β|α(k) , C(k) , β (k) ) = Es|r;α(k) ,C(k) ,β (k) log p(r, s; α, M, β)

2-M-step: Solve α(k+1) , C(k+1) , β (k+1) = arg max Q(α, C, β|α(k) , C(k) , β (k) ).
α,C,β

(27)
(28)

Note that since Q(α, C, β|α(k) , C(k) , β (k) ) is a nondecreasing function of k [34], the convergence of the EM
algorithm is guaranteed. It is well known that the accuracy of the EM algorithm is closely related to the
quality of the unknown parameters α(0) , c(0) , and β (0) . We show that the random initialization for C and a
non-negative random initialization for α and β leads to accurate solutions (see Section VI).
In the E-step, the expectation is taken with respect to the hidden variable s conditioned on r, α(k) , C(k) ,
and β (k) . Using (18) and (20), it can be shown that:


Q(α, C, σ 2 |α(k) , C(k) , β (k) ) = Es|r;α(k) ,C(k) ,β (k) log p(r|s; M, β) + log p(s; α)
h
i
1
2
= − Es|r;α(k) ,C(k) ,β (k) M P log β +
r − MΨs 2
β
h
i
1
− Es|r;α(k) ,C(k) ,β (k) log |A| + sH A−1 s + const,
2

(29)

where terms without dependency on α(k) , C(k) , and β (k) are discarded. The first expectation in (29) is
independent of α while the second one does not rely on C and β . Therefore, the E-step can be rewritten
as:
Q(α, C, β|α(k) , C(k) , β (k) ) = Q(α|α(k) ) + Q(C, σ 2 |C(k) , β (k) ),

(30)

where Q(α|α(k) ) and Q(C, β|C(k) , β (k) ) are respectively given by:
h
i
1
Q(α|α(k) ) = − Es|r;α(k) ,C(k) ,β (k) log |A| + sH A−1 s
2

(31)

and
2

Q(C, σ |C

(k)

,β

(k)

) = −Es|r;α(k) ,C(k) ,β (k)

h

i
1
2
M P log β +
r − MΨs 2 .
β

(32)

Based on (30)-(32), the M-step can be decoupled into two independent optimization problems. In what
follows, we first optimize Q(α|α(k) ) to find α(k) and then optimize Q(C, β|C(k) , β (k) ) to obtain C(k) and
β (k) .
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The update rule for α is obtained by setting the derivative of Q(α|α(k) ) over α to zero. The derivative of
(31) with respect to α(n) can be expressed as follows:
∂Q(α|α(k) )
∂α(n)

h
i
1
1
2
+
E
(k) ,C(k) ,β (k) |s(n)|
s
|
r
;α
2α(n) 2α2 (n)

1
1
+
|µ(n)|2 + Σ(n, n) .
= −
2
2α(n) 2α (n)

= −

(33)

Hence, we find the following update rule for α during the M-step:
α(k+1) (n) = |µ(n)|2 + Σ(n, n),

n = 1, ..., N.

(34)

It is worthy to mention that upon convergence, α̂(n) = 0 forces the posterior to satisfy p(s(n) = 0|r; α̂(n) =
0, M, β) = 1. In other words, estimating the sparsity profile of s is converted to estimating the hyperparameter

vector α with the correct location of the nonzero element.
On the other hand, the update rules for C and β can be found by maximising Q(C, σ 2 |C(k) , β (k) ), e.g.,
C(k+1) , β (k+1)



= arg max Q(C, β|C(k) , β (k) )
C,β

= arg min
C,β

n
 2
o
1
M P log β + trace ΨH MH MΨ(Σ + µµH ) − <e rH MΨµ ,
β
β
(35)

where (35) follows from the fact that:
Es|r;α(k) ,C(k) ,β (k)

h

r − MΨs

2
2

i

i
2
r − MΨµ + MΨ(µ − s) 2
h
i
2
H H H
= r − MΨµ 2 + Es|r;α(k) ,C(k) ,β (k) (µ − s) Ψ M MΨ(µ − s)

2
= r − MΨµ 2 + trace ΨH MH MΨΣ


= rH r − 2<e rH MΨµ + trace ΨH MH MΨ(Σ + µµH ) .
(36)

= Es|r;α(k) ,C(k) ,β (k)

h

Since M = (IP ⊗ Φ)(IP ⊗ C), we have:
P
 X

rH MΨµ = trace (IP ⊗ C)ΨµrH (IP ⊗ Φ) =
trace CΨ̂p µrH
p Φ .

(37)

p=1

Further, let β (k−1) stands for the estimated β in the previous iteration. Then using (23) results in:

ΨH MH MΨ = β (k−1) Σ−1 − A(k) .
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Substituting (37) and (38) into (35) leads us to the following Q function:
Q(C, β|C(k) , β (k) ) = M P log β +
−


β (k−1)
trace (Σ−1 − A(k) )(Σ + µµH )
β
P

2X 
<e trace CΨ̂p µrH
p Φ .
β

(39)

p=1

The derivative of (39) over β is given by:
∂Q(C, σ 2 |C(k) , β (k) )
MP
=
∂β
β

−


β (k−1)
−1
(k)
H
trace
(Σ
−
A
)(Σ
+
µµ
)
β2

+

P

2 X 
<e trace CΨ̂p µrH
p Φ ,
2
β

(40)

p=1

which results in the following update rule for β during the M-step:



P
β (k) trace (Σ−1 − A(k) )(Σ + µµH ) − 2 Pp=1 <e trace CΨ̂p µrH
p Φ
(k+1)
β
=
.
MP

(41)

From (39), it is seen that only the last term of Q(C, σ 2 |C(k) , β (k) ) is related on C and other terms are
independent from C. Therefore, the learning rule for C = diag(c) is given by:
c(k+1) = arg max
c∈Q

P
X


<e trace(CΨ̂p µrH
p Φ) .

(42)

p=1

In (42), Q denotes an L-dimensional space that contains q L different vectors. Considering the fact that C is a
diagonal matrix, the update rule in (42) can be decoupled into L independent maximization problems as:
c

(k+1)

(l) = arg max
x∈S

P
X


<e xDp (l, l) ,

l = 1, ..., L,

(43)

p=1

where Dp , Ψ̂p µrH
p Φ. The crucial difference between (42) and (43) is that, instead of an exhaustive search in a
L-dimensional space, (43) only needs examine an one-dimensional space. This reduces the number of possible

solutions from q L to only qL options. Therefore, incorporating (43) significantly decreases the computational
complexity of the proposed EM-based method.
In the following, we will refer the method using the learning rules (34), (41) and (43) as the Blind-SBL
algorithm.
C. Modified Algorithm: Pruned Blind-SBL
In modern combat environments, it is very important that the EW receiver be able to quickly identifies any
possible threats, which requires employing fast algorithms. This motivates us to further reduce the computational
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complexity and improve the convergence speed of the proposed blind-SBL algorithm. In this subsection, we
aim to develop a modified version of blind-SBL algorithm which is suitable for practical scenarios.
Recalling that the main computational complexity of each iteration of the Blind-SBL algorithm comes from
the matrix inversion in (23), which is required for updating Σ. On the other hand, after a few iterations, most
of the estimated α(n)’s goes to zero, e.g., α(n) → 0 (n = 1, ..., N ) [21]. Therefore, during the learning
procedure when any α(n)(n = 1, ..., N ) becomes less than a small predefined threshold (e.g., 10−4 ), then
it can be pruned from the model along with the associated MΨ matrix column. In other words, A(k+1) can
be initialized with a pruned version of its previous estimate, A(k) . Hence, applying a pruning step between
consecutive iterations, decreases the computational complexity of our algorithm and improves its convergence
speed.
It is also worthy to mention that we terminate EM iteration when kα(k+1) − α(k) k22 becomes lower than a
specified threshold ε or when k attains a maximum number of iterations kmax , where both ε and kmax values
are set by user.
In the following, we will refer the modified method as the Pruned Blind-SBL algorithm. Recalling that the
EW receiver observes r and knows Φ and Ψ, the steps of the proposed Pruned Blind-SBL algorithm can be
summarized as follows:
1. Initialization:
Set the iteration count k to zero, α(0) = 1L , β (0) = βinit , and a random initialization for c(0) .
2. Iteration:
a) E-step: Compute the posterior sufficient statistics Σ and µ using the following equations:
Σ =

(k)

β −1 ΨH (IP ⊗ ΦC(k) )H (IP ⊗ ΦC(k) )Ψ + A−1(k)
(k)

µ = β −1 ΣΨH (IP ⊗ ΦC(k) )H r

−1

(44)
(45)

b) M-step: Update the weights for all n = 1, ..., N using
α(k+1) (n) = |µ(n)|2 + Σ(n, n)

(46)

and estimate the code for all l = 1, ..., L using
c
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X
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where Dp = Ψ̂p µrH
p Φ. Obtain the estimate of β through the following update rule:
β (k+1) =

r − (IP ⊗ ΦC(k) )Ψµ

2
2


+ β (k) trace (Σ−1 − A(k) )Σ
.
MP

(48)

c) Pruning operation: Performing a pruning mechanism based on choosing α(k+1) (n)(n = 1, ..., N ) which
are smaller than a pre-defined threshold.
d) Increment k and go to a) until convergence (kα(k+1) − α(k) k22 < ε) or if k reaches kmax .
3. Final approximation:
ŝ = µ determines the azimuth angle θ and movement speed v of the adversary radar while ĉ = c(k)
determines the pulse compression code used by the adversary radar.
IV. A NALYSIS OF G LOBAL AND L OCAL M INIMA
In the context of CS, most of the existed sparse recovery method, typically offer some guarantees on the
signal recovery accuracy. For example, the basic SBL framework has guaranteed convergence to the sparsest
solution when the noise variance β is zero, and convergence to a sparse local minimum irrespective the presence
of noise [22]. The focus of this section is to guarantee that the proposed blind-SBL framework is able to provide
a good solution to the optimization problem (26).
We first note that the optimization problem (26) is equivalent to the following optimization problem:
arg min −2 log p(r; α, M, β) ≡ arg min L,
α,C,β

α,C,β

(49)

where based on (25), cost function L can be defined as:
L = log |Σr | + rH Σ−1
r r.

(50)

We now provide a theoretical justification about the global and local minima of the cost function (50).

A. Analysis of the Global Minima
Some preliminary definitions are required to proceed. Let s0 denotes the maximally sparse solution to
r = MΨs. In such a noiseless environment, the obtained expressions for µ and Σ in (22) and (23) can be
rewritten as:
†
µ = A1/2 MΨA1/2 r
Σ =
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where (51) and (52) results from linear algebra. Furthermore, let N0 stands for the number of nonzero elements
in s0 and k s0 k2 < ∞.
We now present a theorem that ensures the global minimum property of the introduced cost function in (50)
for the noise-free case.
Theorem 1. In the limit as β → 0 (noiseless case) and assuming N0 < M , for the cost function (50) the
global minimum α̂ produces the sparse solution ŝ which is equal to s0 regardless of the estimated Ĉ; where ŝ
is calculated using (51).
Proof. See Appendix A.
It is important to note that the performance of the proposed blind-SBL framework is closely related to the
quality of the estimated Ĉ, because α̂ is a function of Ĉ. However, this theorem stated that even when the
estimated Ĉ is different from the true C, the estimated ŝ is equal to the maximally sparse solution s0 at the
global minimum of the cost function (50). As our experiments show later, this does not mean that Ĉ has no
effect on the performance of the proposed algorithms.
B. Analysis of the Local Minima
Since the cost function (50) can potentially have some local minima, this subsection is devoted to study the
local minimum property of L. To do so, we first provide two required lemmas for the first and second terms
of the cost function (50), respectively.
Lemma 1. For any fixed C, the term log |Σr | = log β IM P + (IP ⊗ ΦC)ΨAΨH (IP ⊗ ΦC)H is concave with
respect to A (or, equivalently, α).
Proof. The desired result can be achieved by applying the composition property of concave functions [24].
We leave out the details to avoid redundancy.
H
H βI
H
Lemma 2. For any fixed C, the term rH Σ−1
M P + (IP ⊗ ΦC)ΨAΨ (IP ⊗ ΦC)
r r=r

−1

r is equal to

a constant z as long as the following linear constraints hold for all α:
v = Wα.

(53)

In (53), v , r − β u and W , (IP ⊗ ΦC)Ψdiag(ΨH (IP ⊗ ΦC)H u), where u is any fixed vector such that
rH u = z .
Proof. See [22] for the proof.
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We now present the following theorem on the convergence of the cost function (50) to a sparse local minima,
which is applicable to both noisy and noiseless conditions.
Theorem 2. Every local minimum of the cost function (50) occurs at a sparse solution regardless of the values
of β and C.
Proof. See Appendix B.
As will be discussed later, increasing P mitigates the effects of the noise. More importantly, increasing P
improves the chance that the proposed algorithms converge to the global minimum of the cost function (50)
rather than its local minimum, regardless of the presence or absence of noise. In other words, the globally
minimizing Blind-SBL hyperparameters guarantee convergence to the sparsest solution, and increasing the
value of P raises the probability of finding these hyperparameters.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The goal of this section is to demonstrate the performance of the proposed Blind-SBL framework and analyse
its properties through a set of Monte Carlo simulations. The results that we show are obtained by averaging
the corresponding quantity over 104 independent simulation runs.

A. Simulation Setup
In practice, based on the desired application and sensing equipment, EW receivers are tuned in frequency
to a specific band. Consequently, multiple the EW receivers are typically needed for surveillance of the whole
spectrum. In summery, EW receivers first detect the signal energy and estimate carrier frequency. Then, the
pulse processors identify pulse parameters. Here, similar to existed literature, it is assumed that the required
preprocessing has been accomplished and the unknown threat signal has been initially identified as a phasemodulated waveform (for more insight, please see [17], [4], and references therein). Throughout our simulations,
no other assumptions are made about the input threat signal. For the simulation purposes, we generate random
pulse compression code sequences of length L = 32 and the carrier frequency is considered to be 5 GHz.
Computational complexity of the proposed algorithms depends on the number of grid points, N . Specifically,
complexity increases with the size of the grid, N , or equivalently, as the discretization step decreases. Thus,
restricting the candidate angle-Doppler space to a small interval significantly reduces the computation time.
This can be done by first providing an initial angle-Doppler estimation employing a coarse grid, and then
constructing a finer grid around the initial obtained values to improve the estimation accuracy [8], [13]. In our
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simulations, the azimuth angle and Doppler frequency are randomly generated within a grid of size N = 64.
Moreover, it is assumed that the targets fall on the grid points.
The goal of the proposed blind SBL framework is to estimate the unknown pulse modulating code sequence
C, as well as finding the azimuth angle θ and movement speed v of the target. Note that the sparsity profile
of vector ŝ provides target azimuth angle θ and movement speed v . Therefore, we use two different metrics
to evaluate the performance of the proposed framework. One is the Failure Rate (Detection Rate) defined in
[23] and [24], which presents the percentage of failed trials in the total trials. A failed trial is recognized if the
index of the non-zero element in estimated sparse vector ŝ is different from the index of the non-zero element
in true sparse vector s. In addition, we employ Code Sequence Error Rate as the second performance metric,
which is defined as the ratio of the number of incorrectly estimated Ĉ to the number of total simulation runs.
In the context of CS theory, sparse vector recovery requires that measurement matrix is incoherent with
basis matrix. It is also well known that any random measurement matrix with independent and identically
distributed elements is almost incoherent with any fixed basis matrix [35]. This property is simply achieves by
selecting the measurement matrix elements from a Gaussian distribution [15]. Hence, throughout simulations,
we generate random measurement matrices with Gaussian distribution.
B. Simulation Results
First, we test the effect of the number of EM iterations on the convergence characteristics of the proposed
blind-SBL framework. In Fig. 1, we depict the Failure Rate curves of the proposed algorithm versus the number
of EM iterations when SNR is set to 4 (dB). The Failure Rate is averaged for each P over 103 independent
Monte-Carlo runs. As it can be seen, the Failure Rate performance converges after ten iterations for almost all
P values. Therefore, throughout simulations, the stopping criterion is chosen as kα(k+1) − α(k) k22 < 10−8 or
kmax = 20 iterations, whichever is achieved earlier. In addition, Fig. 1 also reveals that increasing P significantly

improves the probability of convergence to the global minimum (sparsest solution).
Next, we study the influence of the variance β estimation error on the performance of proposed Blind-SBL
framework. In Fig. 2, we present the Detection Rate performance as a function of P for SNRs of 2 and 14
(dB). We also show the case where the knowledge of the variance β is perfectly available at the EW receiver,
as a benchmark. Fig. 2 indicates that although the β update rule in (41) may not be optimal at least in
low SNR values, the proposed Blind-SBL algorithm achieves near-optimal performance in all ranges of SNR
values. Therefore, the proposed Blind-SBL algorithm is a reliable solution for practical scenarios where β is
an unknown parameter.
We also investigate the performance of the proposed estimation rule for C in (43). Fig. 3 shows the Code
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Sequence Error Rate versus P . Here, SNR varies from -6 (dB) to 10 (dB) while other parameters keep fixed.
From Fig. 3, we observe that increasing P significantly improves the pulse modulating code estimation accuracy.
Moreover, it is obvious that increasing P offers more performance improvement compare with increasing the
SNR value.
Here, we demonstrate how proposed algorithms benefit from increasing the number of measurements, P .
Fig. 4 presents the Detection Rate versus the number of measurements when SNR varies from -2 (dB) to 8
(dB), while Fig. 5 illustrates the Detection Rate against SNR for different P values. From Fig. 4, it is easily
seen that increasing P significantly improves the probability of angle-Doppler detection and at the same time,
mitigates the effect of the noise. In addition, the behaviors of ploted curves in Fig. 5 confirms that increasing
the number of measurements leads to much more performance improvement rather than increasing the SNR.
Finally, we compare the performance of the proposed blind-SBL and pruned blind-SBL algorithms. To this
end, in Fig. 6, we depict the Detection Rate curves versus the number of measurements for SNR of −2 (dB).
Here, we present the detection rate performance of the pruned blind-SBL algorithm at three different threshold
values, i.e. 0.005, 0.001, and 0.0005. Fig. 6 reveals that with large threshold value (0.005), the performance gap
between blind-SBL and pruned blind-SBL algorithms increases. In contrast, the computational complexity as
well as the convergence speed improves. So, due to the performance trade-off between accuracy and complexity,
one can set the desired threshold value for each practical scenario.
A PPENDIX A

Let ŝ is computed using A1/2

P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1
†
MΨA1/2 r according to (24). For given Ĉ, the hyperparameters α̂ =

[αˆ1 , ..., αˆN ] is obtained by globally minimizing the following cost function:
L = log |Σr | + rH Σ−1
r r.

(A.1)

It is clear that rH Σ−1
r r is strictly greater than zero for all α, C, and β . If we reduce the value of |Σr | to
zero, the cost function L achieves its minimum (minus infinity). In other word, the minimum of cost function
L occurs whenever |Σr | = 0 while maintaining some finite bound z such that 0 ≤ rH Σ−1
r r ≤ z . It is worthy

to mention that we fix Ĉ because it does not affect these conditions at all.
Based on the Theorem 1 in [22], one can show that α̂ satisfies the following conditions:
|Σr | = β IM P + (IP ⊗ ΦC)ΨAΨH (IP ⊗ ΦC)H = 0
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and
0 ≤ rH β IM P + (IP ⊗ ΦC)ΨAΨH (IP ⊗ ΦC)H

−1

r ≤ z.

(A.3)

Therefore, we finish the proof.
A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 2
The proof results from the Theorem 2 in [22] and using our Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.
The cost function L consists of two terms: log |Σr | and rH Σ−1
r r. We aim to minimize log |Σr | while keeping
rH Σ−1
r r constant to some z . To move forward in this direction, we define the following optimization problem:
min
subject to

g(α)

Wα = v
α ≥ 0,

(B.1)

where g(α) , log β IM P + (IP ⊗ ΦC)ΨAΨH (IP ⊗ ΦC)H is a concave function with respect to α (Lemma
H
H βI
1). Furthermore, the constraints Wα = v and α ≥ 0 hold rH Σ−1
M P + (IP ⊗ ΦC)ΨAΨ (IP ⊗
r r = r
−1
ΦC)H
r constant on a closed, bounded convex polytope (Lemma 2).

It is clear that any local minimum of cost function L, e.g., α̂, Ĉ, and β̂ , must also be a local minimum of the
−1
optimization problem (B.1) with z = rH u = rH β̂ IM P + (IP ⊗ ΦĈ)ΨÂΨH (IP ⊗ ΦĈ)H
r. According to
Theorem 6.5.3 in [36], all minima of (B.1) are accrued at extreme points. In addition, based on the definition
of basic feasible solution (BFS) [24], since α satisfies Wα = v, then it is a BFS to Wα = v. Considering the
equivalence between extreme points and BFS [36], we conclude that all local minima of L must be achieved
at sparse solutions.
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Fig. 1. Failure Rate performance versus the number of EM iterations when SNR = 4 (dB).
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Fig. 2. Detection Rate performance as a function of P .
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Fig. 3. Code Sequence Error Rate performance as a function of P .
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison of Blind-SBL and Pruned Blind-SBL algorithms for SNR = -2 (dB).
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